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By performing admittance spectroscopy as a function of frequency on polymer light-emitting diodes, induc-
tive and capacitive charge-relaxation processes with different characteristic time scales are separated. The
inductive contributions arise from the finite transit time of injected carriers, while the capacitive contributions
stem from dielectric redistribution of charge density in the device. The crossover from inductive charge
relaxation at low bias to capacitive charge relaxation at high bias marks the transition from space-charge-
limited to recombination-limited current flow. This unexpected result shows that, while the individual carrier
mobilities are strongly enhanced by the applied field, the recombination mobility remains unaffected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first report of electroluminescence in semic
ducting conjugated polymers,1,2 the potential applications o
polymer light-emitting diodes~PLED’s! have attracted wide
spread attention. The principal advantage of these mate
is the combination of low-cost processing and mechan
flexibility, which allows for cheap and flexible displays.1,2

As a result of the high external conversion efficiency, grea
than 1% photon/carrier, attention has been focused espec
on poly(p-phenylene vinylene!, PPV, and its derivatives. A
present, the performance of PLED’s already meets man
the qualifications required for commercial applications.
overview of the current scientific and technological know
edge of PPV-based LED’s can be found in Ref. 3.

Understanding charge transport in semiconducting P
has been one of the major goals in the effort to optim
PLED operation. It has been demonstrated that transpo
PPV-based hole-only devices is bulk space-charge limit4

For single-carrier space-charge-limited~SCL! transport the
current-density–voltageJ(V) characteristic for a field-
independent mobility is given by the famous Mott-Gurn
square law

J5
9

8
«0«m

V2

L3
, ~1!

with «0 the permittivity of free space,« the relative dielectric
constant,m the mobility, V the applied voltage, andL the
thickness. Experiments at high bias5 have revealed that, apa
from space-charge effects, a field-dependent hole mob
must be taken into account to understand theJ(V) charac-
teristics. In PPV the hole mobility is well described by th
empirical relation

m5m0exp~gAE!, ~2!
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with m0 the zero-field mobility andg the ‘‘field-activation’’
factor. This functional dependence, which appears gen
for a large class of disordered organic semiconductors s
as molecularly doped polymers, pendent group polymers,
ganic glasses, and conjugated polymers, has been confi
by a wide variety of experimental techniques: time
flight,6–13 current-voltage,5,13,14and admittance.15,16The spe-
cific AE dependence of ln(m) arises from hopping transpor
in an energetically and spatially disordered system.17–19 The
current through electron-only devices of our material is th
orders of magnitude below the hole current and exhibit
stronger field dependence, reminiscent of traps.4 Such elec-
tron traps may result from contamination during processi
In a recent experiment, Bozanoet al. reported a higher elec
tron current in MEH-PPV @poly~2-methoxy!,5-~2’-ethyl-
hetoxy#-p-phenylene vinylene, which was analyzed in term
of a trap-free space-charge-limited current.20 The derived
electron mobility is also well described by the empiricalAE
law, Eq. ~2!, but is an order of magnitude smaller than t
hole mobility and exhibits stronger field dependence.

Admittance spectroscopy is a powerful tool to stu
charge-transport dynamics in solid state devices,21 and has
often been applied to study PLED’s.15,16,22–25 In general,
charge transport processes that occur on time scalet are
reflected in the frequency-dependent electrical respo
aroundv;t21. For example, the transit of holes in PPV
based hole-only devices shows up as an inductive contr
tion to the complex admittance,15 which provides an easy
way to extract the transit time of injected holes, and hen
the hole mobility, from these data.15

Here we apply admittance spectroscopy to investigate
charge-carrier dynamics in PPV-based LED’s. In a prelim
nary study we pointed out that inductive contributions a
present also in the PLED’s, from which both the electron a
hole mobility can be derived.16 In the present work we ex
tend this study, and demonstrate that in PLED’s the prese
©2001 The American Physical Society28-1
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MARTENS, PASVEER, BROM, HUIBERTS, AND BLOM PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125328
of both electrons and holes leads to a much richer beha
as compared to single-carrier devices. This allows us to
cidate the physical picture of the transport and recombina
of electrons and holes through PPV-based LED’s.

This paper is organized as follows. Experimental meth
are outlined in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present the frequen
dependent response of the device, and indicate the diffe
relaxation processes present in the device. Based on
analysis we introduce a bias-dependent equivalent-cir
model for the PLED that satisfactorily describes the exp
mental data in the frequency range~hertz to megahertz! and
bias range~0–10 V! studied here. The ac response as a fu
tion of bias is discussed in Sec. IV. At low bias, inducti
contributions due to hole and electron transit are clearly
tinguished, yielding the respective carrier mobilities. At hi
bias, capacitive relaxation processes, due to charge red
bution in the electron-hole plasma, govern the frequen
dependent response. The evolution of the frequen
dependent response with bias reflects a crossover f
space-charge-limited to recombination-limited current flo
We argue that this transition shows that the recombina
efficiency in PLED’s is not increased by the field-enhanc
carrier mobilities.

II. EXPERIMENT

The devices studied consist of a thin layer
OC1C10-PPV ~Refs. 26,27! sandwiched between two elec
trodes on top of a glass substrate. The polymer is spin co
on top of an optically transparent indium tin oxide~ITO!
electrode. The high work function of ITO makes it suitab
for hole injection. As the top electrode evaporated Ca
used, which has a low work function and serves as the e
tron injector. The different work functions of the anode a
cathode give rise to a built-in voltageVbi51.7 V. The thick-
ness of the devices studied here isL5200 nm; the active
area of the diodes is typicallyA510–20 mm2.

Admittance measurements in the range of 5 Hz to 1 M
are performed under a nitrogen atmosphere using
HP4192A impedance analyzer. The analyzer can supe
pose a bias voltage from235 V to 35 V on top of the ac
voltage vac. The experimental results were checked to
independent of oscillator level (vac510–100 mV). The
complex admittanceY is defined as the ratio of ac curre
and ac voltage:

Y5 i ac/vac5G1 iB5G1 ivC, ~3!

with G the conductance,B the susceptance,C the capaci-
tance,i 5A21, andv52p f the angular frequency. The rea
part ofY stems from the Ohmic current~in phase!, while the
imaginary part ofY reflects the displacement current~out of
phase!. In the present work we focus only on the imagina
part of the admittance, which most clearly reveals the diff
ent relaxation processes present in the PLED’s. However
fits to the proposed equivalent-circuit models were in
cases checked to be consistent with both the real and im
nary parts ofY.
12532
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III. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT RESPONSE OF PLED’S

In Fig. 1 the frequency-dependent capacitance of a PL
(L5200 nm) is shown as a function of~forward! bias volt-
age. At zero biasC is essentially frequency independent a
equals the geometrical capacitanceC05««0A/L («0 is the
vacuum permittivity,«'2 the relative dielectric constant o
the polymer!. At low bias a negative contribution toC ap-
pears. Upon increasingV a positive contribution sets in, an
this dominates the response at the highest bias. These co
butions toC are more clearly visualized by plotting the di
ferential susceptanceDB5v(C2C0). Figure 2 displays
2DB at low bias. For comparison we include2DB for a
hole-only device with similar thicknessL and average elec
tric field E5(V2Vbi)/L. While in the hole-only device only
a single relaxation peak is present, for the PLED two pe
can be distinguished. Apparently, at low bias two induct
~negative capacitance! contributions are present in th

FIG. 1. Frequency-dependent capacitance of a polymer LED
a function of bias voltage. At zero bias the capacitance is ne
frequency independent. At low bias voltage a negative contribu
to C sets in. In addition, at higher bias a positive contribution a
pears. This positive contribution dominates the frequen
dependent response at the highest bias voltages. Drawn lines a
to equivalent-circuit models discussed in the text.

FIG. 2. Plot of the negative differential susceptance2DB
52v(C2C0), for the data shown in Fig. 1. Two relaxation pea
are clearly distinguished. For comparison2DB of a hole-only de-
vice is shown~dashed line!, revealing only a single relaxation pea
Solid lines are fits to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 belo
8-2
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CROSSOVER FROM SPACE-CHARGE-LIMITED TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125328
PLED. The behavior at high bias is shown in Fig. 3, reve
ing a single capacitive peak. Comparable relaxation pe
are not observed in hole-only devices.

Based on the above results we propose the empir
equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 4 to model the frequenc
dependent response of the PLED for different bias regim
The bulk resistance and capacitance of the device are g
by RB and CB , respectively. The two inductive process
present at low bias are modeled by theR11L1 series and
R21L2 series, which are both parallel to the bulk. In t
intermediate bias regime, 4–6 V, one inductive contribut
remains and a capacitive contributionR31C3 appears. At
the highest bias, only capacitive processes govern the
sponse, and the device is modeled by taking two capac
branches parallel to the bulk. Using this bias-dependent
pirical model we can obtain excellent fits of our data; s
Figs. 1, 2, and 3. At the highest bias, only a single capaci
relaxation peak is observed; see Fig. 3. However, taking o
a single capacitive contribution when fittingC(v) at high
bias gives a large discrepancy; see the dashed line in Fi
By taking an additional capacitive contribution~solid line!
into account, the high-bias data are also reasonably wel

FIG. 3. Positive differential susceptanceDB5v(C2C0) for
the data shown in Fig. 1. A single, capacitive relaxation time
observed. Solid lines are fits to the data, using the propo
equivalent-circuit model~see Fig. 4 below!.

FIG. 4. Equivalent-circuit models to describe the bias-depend
complex admittance of our polymer LED’s. At low bias (,4 V)
two inductive charge-relaxation processes govern the respons
the PLED. For intermediate bias~4–7 V! one inductive and one
capacitive relaxation process are present in the device. At high
(.7 V) two capacitive processes appear to govern the respo
The inductive relaxation times of the circuits aret15L1 /R1 and
t25L2 /R2. The capacitive relaxation times are given byt3

5R3C3 andt45R4C4.
12532
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produced. From the fits we can derive the corresponding
laxation times of the different processes:t15L1 /R1 , t2
5L2 /R2, andt35R3C3 ~note thatt215v r corresponds to
the peak position ofDB). Unfortunately,t4 could not be
very accurately determined from the present data. The
rived relaxation times are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function
bias. Upon increasing the bias voltage the relaxation p
cesses in the PLED become faster.

IV. MODELING AND DISCUSSION

A. Single-carrier devices

Neglecting possible contact constraints, single-car
transport through an insulator is always space-charge
ited, and the magnitude of the current is solely determined
the mobility, or equivalently by the transit timet t
5L2/(mV). The dotted line in Fig. 2 shows that the ac r
sponse of a hole-only device is of inductive nature. Ho
transport in PPV is space-charge limited,4 and it has been
demonstrated that this gives rise to the inductive respons15

In a SCL device, application of an ac voltage on top of a b
field leads to~time-dependent! injection of additional space
charge. Under the influence of the bias field, the injec
charge moves into the device to relax to the equilibriu
space-charge distribution. Due to the finite transit time
injected charges, the corresponding current lags behind
ac voltage, and this gives an inductive contribution to t
capacitance; see Eq.~3!. For times short compared tot t , or
frequenciesv.t t

21 , the injected carrier density cannot re
lax and the inductive contribution disappears. For sing
carrier SCL devices the admittance can be exac
calculated.15 It follows that the maximum of the inductive
relaxation peakv r'3.43t t

21 , with t t5L2/(mV). The re-
laxation time of the space-charge density ist50.293t t .
The factor 0.29 is a consequence of the nonhomogene
field distribution in the device; for a homogeneous field d
tribution the relaxation peak would be located atv r5t t

21 .
Charge transport in PPV is dispersive,28 which is due to the
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FIG. 5. Derived relaxation times of the charge-relaxation p
cesses in a polymer LED. The values oft1 and t2 correspond to
hole and electron transit times in the device, respectively. The t
and fourth relaxation processes correspond to the redistributio
electrons and holes in the device; the data sets do not allow
accurate estimate oft4.
8-3
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strongly disordered structure of the material. As a result
transit times of individual charge carriers exhibit a bro
distribution. Although the distribution in transit times broa
ens the inductive contribution in PPV-based hole-only
vices, the position of the relaxation peak, reflecting the ‘‘a
erage’’ transit time, is not affected and still relates to the
mobility.15

B. Double-injection devices

In a double-injection device, charge transport is govern
not only by space-charge effects, but by the recombina
efficiency of electrons and holes as well. The interplay
tween carrier transit timet t and recombination timet r de-
termines the spatial distribution of electrons and holes in
device. Depending on the relative recombination stren
the current flow is either space-charge limited, recombi
tion limited, or a combination of both.29

Charge transport in our PLED’s falls into the class of t
so-called bimolecular-recombination plasma.29 An analytical
solution of this problem has been obtained by Parmenter
Ruppel.29 The relevant parameters in their work are the
combination mobilitym r and normalized electron and ho
mobilities nn andnp given by

m r5««0B/2q, ~4!

nn5mn /m r , ~5!

np5mp /m r , ~6!

with q the electronic charge andB the bimolecular recombi-
nation constant. The use of the carrier and recombina
mobility is for mathematical convenience; this is of cour
equivalent to a comparison of transit and recombinat
times. For the bimolecular-recombination plasma
current-density–voltage characteristic can be written a
Mott-Gurney square law, Eq.~1!, with an effective mobility
meff given by29

meff5
4
9 m rnnnpF G~ 3

2 nn1 3
2 np!

G~ 3
2 nn!G~ 3

2 nn!
G 2FG~nn!G~nn!

G~nn1np! G 3

, ~7!

whereG(x) represents the Euler gamma function.
It is instructive to consider the limits of strong and we

recombination. For these cases we schematically indicat
Fig. 6 the electron distribution~n! and hole distribution~p!
throughout the device. For strong recombination,nn ,np!1
~or t r!t t), the injected electrons and holes completely a
nihilate at the plane where they meet in the device. This c
is shown on the left hand side of Fig. 6. The effective m
bility simplifies tomeff5mn1mp ; the total current is in mag
nitude the same as the sum of the two single-carrier sp
charge-limited currents that would run through the device
the absence of each other@see Eq.~1!#. For weak recombi-
nation,nn ,np@1 ~or t r@t t), both electrons and holes full
penetrate the device, the so-called plasma limit. The ca
12532
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densities for this case are schematically depicted in the r
hand side of Fig. 6. In the plasma limit, the current is
longer limited by the accumulation of space charge, but
the loss of carriers through recombination. Due to mut
neutralization, the separate electron and hole densities
much larger than in a SCL device, and therefore the curr
significantly exceeds the single-carrier currents; in the
sence of any recombination it would even be infinite. F
weak recombination, the effective mobility, Eq.~7!, simpli-
fies tomeff5

2
3 A2pmnmp(mn1mp)/m r .

Which mechanism will limit current flow in PPV-base
double-injection devices? The capture of oppositely char
carriers in PPV has been shown to be of the Langevin typ32

The Langevin mechanism implies that the recombination
ficiency is limited by the diffusion of electrons and hole
toward each other in their mutual Coulomb field. The bim
lecular recombination constant for this case is given byB
5(q/«0«)(mn1mp). Hence the effective electron and ho
mobilities simplify to nn52mn /(mn1mp) and np
52mp /(mn1mp). Since holes in PPV are much more m
bile than electrons,mp@mn ,4,16 we expectnp'2 and nn
!1. The effective mobility, Eq.~7!, simplifies tomeff5mp
and the current is essentially a hole-only SCL current.

At low bias the ac response of the PLED’s reveals ind
tive contributions~see Figs. 1 and 2!, indeed indicating that
the current is governed by space-charge effects. Since
SCL transport in a double-injection device the transit tim
of both electrons and holes determine the charge distr
tions, the presence of two inductive peaks in the PLED’s~see
Fig. 2!, reflects the different transport dynamics of electro
and holes in the device.16 Using t50.29t t and the field-
dependent mobility, Eq.~2!, the relaxation timest1 and t2
can be fitted~see the solid lines in Fig. 5!. This gives for the
hole mobility m053310211 m2/V s and g55
31024 (m/V)1/2. For the electron mobility we findm053
310213 m2/V s and g5831024 (m/V)1/2. These values
are in good agreement with previously reported electron

FIG. 6. Schematic distribution of electron density~n! and hole
density ~p! in a double-injection device. On the left is shown th
case of strong recombination~infinite recombination constant!.
Where the opposite carriers meet they totally annihilate each ot
Both the electron currentJn and hole currentJp are space-charge
limited. The right hand side shows the case of weak recombinat
Both electrons and holes flow through the entire device. Due to
mutual neutralization of electrons and holes, the current is rec
bination instead of space-charge limited.
8-4
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CROSSOVER FROM SPACE-CHARGE-LIMITED TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125328
hole mobilities in these materials.5,11–16,20The results show
that, if current is space-charge limited, admittance spect
copy provides a tool to study the electron and hole mobi
in double-injection devices; a more elaborate discussion
be found in Ref. 16. Especially for PPV, where, due to tra
ping, the intrinsic electron mobility cannot be easily deriv
from standard approaches such as time-of-flight10,12 or
current-voltage experiments,4 this may prove valuable.

In the intermediate bias regime, 4–7 V, the inductive
laxation due to hole transit is no longer observed, an
capacitive contribution appears instead~see Figs. 1 and 3!.
The inductive contribution of the electrons persists but
comes less pronounced for increasing bias. At even hig
bias, the inductive contributions have completely disa
peared and the response has become fully capacitive~see
Fig. 1!. The suppression of the inductive processes refle
the fact that for higher bias the current is no longer spa
charge limited. A capacitive response is expected for tra
port in the quasineutral plasma limit. The electron and h
densities in the device are so high that injected charges
equilibrated by the displacement of the holes and electron
the plasma before they can transit the device. The rat
which that occurs is determined by the dielectric relaxat
time of the plasma,td , which is the time necessary for th
reestablishment of quasineutrality after charge has been
jected. The relaxation toward neutrality in the electron-h
plasma is governed by]r/]t52(r/td) (r is the carrier den-
sity!, which shows that dielectric relaxation current inde
gives a capacitive response. The dielectric relaxation t
relates to the plasma mobilitym and plasma carrier densityr
as

td5
«0«

qrm
. ~8!

The dielectric relaxation of the plasma involves the displa
ment of both electrons and holes; hencem andr may depend

FIG. 7. Hole density in the PLED as a function of bias deriv
from the dielectric relaxation timet3 ~see text!. The experimentally
derived data~dots! are in good agreement with the solid line repr
senting the average hole density calculated using our device m
~Refs. 19,30!. The dashed line represents the carrier density fo
space-charge-limited device, which lies significantly below the
perimental results. In order to obey Poisson’s equation, this imp
that ~partial! neutralization by injected electrons must occur, i.e.,
electron-hole plasma must be present.
12532
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in a nontrivial way on the respective mobilities and carr
densities. However, as shown above, the mobility of hole
1–2 orders of magnitude higher than that of electrons, an
seems reasonable to assume that on short time scales~high
frequencies! the dielectric relaxation is dominated by th
movement of holes in the plasma. Takingm5mp we can
estimate, using Eq.~8!, the average hole density in th
plasma from thet3 data. In Fig. 7 we present the hole de
sity ~dots! as a function of bias. The solid line represents t
hole density calculated using our device model,19,30while the
dashed line gives the hole density for the space-cha
limited regime. The derived hole density increases stee
with bias and, despite the crudeness of our analysis, i
good agreement with the model calculations. At high bi
the hole density in the PLED exceeds that for the spa
charge-limited regime by a factor of 2. In order to satis
Poisson’s equation, electrons must be present to neutra
the positively charged holes, i.e., these results bear out
argument for the presence of an electron-hole plasma
PLED’s at high bias.

C. Space-charge-limited and recombination-limited transport

According to Lampert and Mark29 in a bimolecular-
recombination insulator~which applies to PPV! the func-
tional dependencies of the electron, hole, and field distri
tions on position are independent of the applied voltage:
limiting mechanism~space charge or recombination! for cur-
rent flow is independent of the applied electrical field. Ho
ever, in our PLED’s a change in current-limiting mechanis
does occur with increasing bias. As it is not expected tha
different recombination mechanism takes over at high b
this is a surprising result. The mechanism of current fl
through the bimolecular-recombination plasma is fully det
mined by the values ofnn andnp , Eqs.~5! and ~6!. There-
fore, to understand this result, we must consider the b
dependence ofnn andnp .

In PLED’s, recombination is of the Langevin type fo
which the bimolecular-recombination constant is given
the sum of the carrier mobilities. The application of an ele
trical field considerably enhances the individual carrier m
bilities. However, whether this also enhances the bimolec
recombination31 or not32 is not clear. Using the electron an
hole mobilities derived above, we can calculate the norm
ized mobilities for these two cases; see Fig. 8. The solid li
represent the case of field-independent recombinationB
5(q/«0«)@mn(E50)1mp(E50)#. Since B is just a con-
stant, bothnn andnp increase strongly with increasing bia
due to the exponential dependence of the electron and
mobilities onAE. The dotted lines shownn and np in the
case that the recombination is enhanced by
field-dependent mobilities given by Eq.~2!: B(E)
5(q/«0«)@mn(E)1mp(E)#. As mp@mn , the field depen-
dence of the bimolecular-recombination constantB closely
follows the field dependence ofmp in this case, which ex-
plains the near field independence of the normalized h
mobility @see Eq.~6!#. Since the electron transport exhibi
stronger field dependence compared tomp ~andB), for field-
dependent recombinationnn also increases with bias, albe

el
a
-
s

n
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the increase is much less pronounced than in the cas
field-independent recombination. The dashed horizontal
in Fig. 8 marksn51.

At low bias, for both the field-dependent and the fie
independent recombination mechanisms,np.1 andnn!1.
In this regime the current is space-charge limited, wh
agrees with the inductive response of the devices observe
the admittance experiments. At high bias the response is
pacative. This marks a crossover to recombination-limi
transport, which occurs when bothnn.1 andnp.1. It is
evident from Fig. 8 that this happens only when a fie
independent recombination mechanism is assumed~solid
lines!. If the recombination were enhanced by the fie
dependent mobilities~dotted lines!, only at very high fields
.100 V/mm would a regime be reached in which bothnn
'1 andnp'1 and, apart from space charge, recombinat
effects would be important. By contrast, the admittance
periments clearly show that already aroundV57 V (E
'25 V/mm) space-charge effects no longer dominate a
instead an electron-hole plasma is formed. This experime

FIG. 8. Calculated normalized electron mobilitynn and normal-
ized hole mobilitynp as a function of electrical field for the PPV
based LED’s studied here. Solid lines represent the case of a fi
independent recombination mechanism. Dotted lines represen
normalized mobilities for a field-enhanced recombination mec
nism. Only when bothnn andnp are larger than 1 will the curren
be recombination limited.
s
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value for the crossover field is in excellent agreement w
the field wherenn51 for the case of the field-independe
recombination mechanism.

Physically, the field independence of the recombinat
mechanism can be readily understood.32 The application of a
biasing electrical field enhances the movement of carr
toward each other along the potential gradient. However,
diffusion of carriers in directions perpendicular to the field
not enhanced and thus becomes the rate-limiting step in
recombination process at high fields. As a result the reco
bination efficiency is not enhanced by the field.

Finally, note that the formation of the electron-ho
plasma implies a reduction of PLED efficiency since not
injected carriers recombine. Thus the crossover from
space-charge- to the recombination-limited regime is
wanted in applications like matrix displays under pulse o
eration where high drive voltages are used.

V. CONCLUSION

Admittance spectroscopy allows one to differentiate b
tween the different transport processes in polymer LED’s.
low bias the inductive response shows that transport
PLED’s is governed by space-charge effects. This agr
with a Langevin recombination mechanism in combinati
with a large ratio of hole and electron mobilities in PP
leading to a strong recombination efficiency. However,
high bias (E.25 V/mm) the capacitive response indicat
the presence of an electron-hole plasma in our devices,
plying that the recombination is relatively weak. This une
pected crossover from space-charge-limited
recombination-limited transport as a function of bias stron
indicates that, while the individual carrier mobilities strong
increase at high fields, the recombination mechanism is
enhanced by the biasing electrical field.
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